Featured Media Hits

Grist – Gulf Oil Wells Have Been Leaking Since 2004 Hurricane
http://grist.org/business-technology/gulf-oil-wells-have-been-leaking-since-2004-hurricane/
Mentions SkyTruth and our ongoing coverage of the Taylor site

Motherboard - This New Mapping Project Drills Home the Threat of Fracking
http://motherboard.vice.com/blog/this-new-mapping-project-drills-home-the-threat-of-fracking
Discusses SkyTruth’s new crowdsourcing project, FrackFinder, to identify drilling sites

Print News/Web Sites

5/3/2013
EcoWatch - Fracking Divide: Simulating Gas Development in Colorado’s Wild Wild West
http://ecowatch.com/2013/fracking-divide-colorados-wild-wild-west/
Repost of SkyTruth’s blog of 5/3

5/9/2013
Before It’s News – SkyTruth Testifies Before Congress on Fracking Disclosure
http://beforeitsnews.com/gulf-oil-spill/2013/05/skytruth-testifies-before-congress-on-fracking-disclosure-2441206.html
Repost of SkyTruth’s blog of 5/9

5/12/2013
Business Insider – Beautiful Satellite Images of Giant Hard Rock Mines
Features images by SkyTruth:
“The price of metals has surged an extraordinary amount in the past decade and interest is at an extraordinary high. Companies across the world are forming at the merest hint of an opportunity to mine hard rock. But have you actually seen one of these giant mines?
The folks at SkyTruth put together a gallery of awesome satellite images of giant mines.”

5/16/2013
EcoWatch – SkyTruth Testifies Before Congress on Fracking Disclosure Rules
Discusses SkyTruth’s appearance before Congress on May 15
Pennsylvania Frack – SkyTruth Testifies Before Congress on Fracking Disclosure Rules
http://pennsylvaniafrack.com/2013/05/16/skytruth-testifies-before-congress-on-fracking-disclosure-rules/
Features link to EcoWatch’s article of 5/16 about SkyTruth’s testimony before Congress

**June**

**6/3/2013**
EcoWatch – Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico, Still Spilling After Nearly a Decade
Features repost of SkyTruth’s blog of 6/3

**6/6/2013**
Grist – Gulf Oil Wells Have Been Leaking Since 2004 Hurricane
http://grist.org/business-technology/gulf-oil-wells-have-been-leaking-since-2004-hurricane/
Mentions SkyTruth and our ongoing coverage of the Taylor site

**6/7/2013**
Inhabitat – Gulf of Mexico Oil Wells Have Been Leaking Since 2004 Hurricane
http://inhabitat.com/gulf-of-mexico-oil-wells-have-been-leaking-since-2004-hurricane/
Mentions SkyTruth and our ongoing coverage of the Taylor site

**6/20/2013**
Before it’s News - Responsible Modern Offshore Drilling. Except When It Isn’t.
Features repost of SkyTruth’s blog of 6/20

**6/28/2013**
Motherboard - This New Mapping Project Drills Home the Threat of Fracking
http://motherboard.vice.com/blog/this-new-mapping-project-drills-home-the-threat-of-fracking
Discusses SkyTruth’s new crowdsourcing project, FrackFinder, to identify drilling sites